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EVANGELICAL
VISITOR

Volume XLI

FEBRUARY 20, 1928

Number 4

DOCTRINE OF SUBSTITUTION
D. W. Heise
Rom. 4:25: "Who was delivered
for our offences, and was raised
again for our justification." Isa. 53:
5: "He was wounded for our transgression, He was bruised for our iniquities, the chastisement of our peace
was upon him, and with His stripes
we are healed."
In the analysis of these statements
of Isa., and St. Paul, we discover human realization of what is involved
in the terms employed by the sacred
writers, as to what Christ really suffered to bring about our redemption.
WOUNDED: "Tormented for our
Transgression."
BRUISED: "Destroying process,
crushed."
CHASTISEMENT: "Inflicted punishment."
HIS STRIPES: "Physical agony,
etc."
With a consciousness that originality of ideas and thought is reserved to but few. And remembering
that, Rev. Chas. Spurgen is credited
with having said on this point. "That
he who never reads, will never be
read. He who does not quote another, will never be quoted. And he
who does not use the brains of another, proves that he has very little brains of his own."
Therefore in the exposition of the
subject before us, we are indebted
to such authorities as: Alex Cruden,
Mathew Henry, C. R. Barnes, L. B.
Compton, and others for subject matter, etc.

DOCTRINE is: "A thing taught
—A principle of belief—What the
scriptures teach on any thing."
SUBSTITUTION is: "The act of
putting into the place of anoiher—
Voluntary—or, one who is put into
the place of another.—Involuntary
—for the same purpose.
This doctrine is very closely associated with Atonement, Redemption, Expiation, Absolution, Reconciliation, etc. And yet it differs from
all of1 these either Morally, Sacrificially, or Governmentally.
In Christ, all Types, Prophesies,
and promises, centre concerning
God's plan, and purpose by which
He designed to bring the human race
back to himself, from whom they had
become separated as a result of the
transgression in Eden.
Christ is the" head of all principalities and power, the brightness of
the Father's glory, and the express
image of his person. H e b . l : 3 : He is
the inexhaustible fountain of all the
treasures of nature. Jno. 1:3: Of
Grace, Jno. 1:16, And of Glory. Rev.
21:3-4: God hath appointed him heir
of all things, and by him the worlds
were formed. "Universal supremacy." He is the glory of all worlds,
and the refulgent luminary of the universe. Jno. 1:4-9.
All these, and many other very
wonderful attributes are credited to
Christ, who was the second person in
the God-Head, prior to His incarnation.

"It is evident that 'redemption'
was in the mind and plan of God, even
before man's transgression and fall,
so that man falling, fell into the
arms of mercy divine. The lamb was
slain before the foundation of the
world. Rev. 13:8, 1st Ptr. 1:19-20."
"The doctrine of substitution, and
atonement, differs in that the former
involves a voluntary offering, or sacrifice on the part of the substitute.
While the latter is a process of action on the part of God. Both of
which however come under the
search light of historical data, with
ancient and modern views held regarding them. We shall not enter
into the consideration of either, but
simply accept both as essential, for
the purpose of satisfying divine justice, and liberating mankind from
the disaster of the fall on the part
of Adam and Eve."
Now keeping in mind the exaulted
personality of the Son of God, even
antedating time as we now reckon it.
Let us see further what the Scriptures unfold to us as to the qualifications which Christ possessed, essential to the accomplishment of the
work of redemption, etc.
"God annointed Him to be Prophet, Priest and King. He was annointed with the Holy Ghost and
with Power. He was made, (an act)
"Not became." (A process of actions)
He was made flesh, Jno. 1:14. He
was made in the likeness of men,
(Continued on page 3.)
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NOTICE

Time of opening of General Conference of 1928, at Thomas, Oklahoma.
Whereas, the Church at Thomas,
Oklahoma, where General Conference
of 1928, of the Brethren in Christ
Church, is to convene, have appealed
to the General Executive Board, to
have Conference convene at that
place, not later than May 30, 1928,
stating that one week later is likely
to bring it into the midst of their harvest and thus making it very difficult and burdensome to properly entertain the Conference attendants;
and whereas, the General Executive
Board after corresponding with various church institutions and traffic
agents finds no justifitable reasons to
refuse the request of the Church in
Oklahoma, and whereas, Constitution
and By Laws, under Article 16,
Section 3, Page 41, definitely states
that the opening date of Conference
may be varied from the third Thursday of May to the second Thursday
of June in order to best accommodate
the district holding Conference, etc.
Therefore, Resolved that the General Executive Board hereby directs
that Conference of 1928, convene at
Thomas, Oklahoma, on Thursday,
May 31, 1928.
Signed, General Executive Board
Brethren in Christ Church
per Secretary.
NOTICE

Monday, February 20, 1928
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Subscriptions
$1.00
C3S5KS

F o r a limited time we will
take subscriptions from Sunday Schools and Individuals
in clubs for $1.00 per year.
The number sent from each
school will be p u b l i s h e d
monthly. Be sure to send full
name and address.
£. V. Publishing House
Nappanee, Indiana

Please send all articles for consid- 9
eration at Pennsylvania State Council, names of delegates, financial and
general reports to the State Secre- have a place of worship; and will which is the victory overcoming the
we not all have a share in at least world; then we ourselves are argutary not later than March 15th.
reducing this indebtedness. Send all ments against the Bible. But if in
J. H. Martin
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. R. R. No.2 offerings to Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Scripture we have found Christ, and
Joy, Pa.
have received from Him the Spirit of
Church Extension Board love, and of power, out of a sound
PLEASE ALL TAKE NOTICE
C. N. Hostetter, Chairman,
mind; and, rejoicing in the SalvaEnos H. Hess, Secretary*.
There are still a great many distion of God, we walk in the light of
tricts that have not responded to the
If we assert that the Bible is the His countenance, then we ourselves
action of General Conference, in Arword of God, and are not influenced are arguments for the Bible, even th£
ticle 44, Section 9, Page 70.
Surely our hearts rise in gratitude by it, if we do not rejoice in God's Epistles of Christ written not with
that it was made possible for the two Salvation and walk in newness of ink, but with the Spirit of the living
congregations of Florida to each life, if we do not possess that faith God.—A. Saphir.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
AN AGED MINISTER
MUSES
AND WONDERS

Saviour since, seemingly, he was able
to reach a state of justification by
"acknowledging," "confessing" and
"pleading." If so he himself was
able to make his peace with God, able to "settle the old account" himself
as the old hymn says. I wonder whet
her one who can do that is really a
spiritual bankrupt and in need of a
redeemer and Saviour.

Repentance—In the January 2nd,
issue of the Visitor, a good brother
discourses on repentance rather
warmly as to what constitutes real
repentance. In his opening statement, which at once discloses what
he regards as proofs of genuine repentance, occur the words "grief,"
I am reminded of what Sam Jones
"anguish," "pain," "sorrow for sin," said as to his experience of getting
"Godly sorrow," "fasting," "putting right-with God. He said: "I went
on sackcloth and crying mightly to along a whole week a crying and a
God," as being true repentance. Fur- praying, but at last I said: 'Sam
ther on, answering those who quote Jones, you'll have to do something
Titus, 3:5, "Not by works of right- more than weeping and praying!' I
eousness which we have done, but by had an idea that the more you prayed
his mercy He saved us," etc., He says and the more you cried, "the more
"No one could expect to be saved by better" as the darkey said, "you got
visiting the sick or helping the poor it when you did get it." At the end
but we can (be saved) by acknow- of a week I took a calm, sensible surledging and confessing our sins, vey of the field, and said: 'Sam Jones,
pleading for mercy and pardon and you haven't moved an inch." And I
taking our place as a wretched, poor just stood right there and gathered
miserable sinner who has broken up every sin of my life and threw
God's laws, despised His mercy and them down in a common pile; and I
done despite to the spirit of grace.
crossed the bridge to the other side,
and set fire to the bridge, and it was
Then on another page in the same
not fifteen minutes till I was in the
issue there was a brief paragraph,
arms of God, a saved man."
quoted from Bishop E. E. Hoss, also
professing to tell us as to what conFurther on in his writing the brotstitutes repentance. It is interesting her says, "Just accept Christ, is the
to observe the contrast apparent in main cry of the deceiver." Then folthe two statements. "The notion has lows a parable of the sinner as King
somehow got itself propagated in the and Christ as a begger. " Well, as
world that repentance is chiefly an to accepting Christ, I am thinking
emotion and that its truest manies- that accepting Christ or receiving
tation is in tears and groans. This Christ mean the same thing. In John,
is a great mistake. In its innermost 1:12 we read "As many as received
essence it is a change of thought, of (accepted) him to them gave he
desire, of purpose, and shows itself power to become the sons of God even
chiefly in an altered life. That it to those who believe on his name, "deis always accompanied by deep sor- claring further on that such are born
row for past sins is, however an in- of God, or born from above.
dubitable fact."
In the teaching of Christ are some
I am wondering as to which of these which seem to be contrasts if not
statements of what repentance is, contradictions. In Matt. 7:24 He
is scriptural or whether both of them said, "He that heareth these, sayings
are correct. I am wondering whether of mine and doeth them I will liken
a sinner who follows the course out- him to a wise man who built his
lined by the first had any need of a house on a rock." In John, 5:24 He

Page Three
said. "Verily, Verily I say unto you,
he that heareth my words and believeth him (R. V.) that sent! me
hath everlasting life, and shall not
come into condemnation, but hath
passed from death unto life." The
rich young ruler asked the Lord what
to do to inherit eternal life, Christ
answered to "keep the commandments," and in order to reach perfection to sell all that he had, give
it to the poor, and come and follow
him. But in Jno. 6, when those He had
fed the day before, asked Him what
to do that they might work the
works of God. He answered "This is
the work of God that ye believe on
Him whom He hath sent." I venture to suggest that these teachings
are not contrasts nor contradictions
but indicate that two ages are in
view. First the age of law, and the
last; the age of grace, the age of doing and the age of believing.
I need scarcely to say that in Matthew, Mark and Luke, Christ is the
minister of the circumcision confirming the promises made to the fathers, but in John his ministry was
more that to the Gentiles. Christ's
twofold ministry, is outlined by Paul
in Romans 15:8
DOCTRINE OF SUBSTITUTION
(Continued from page 1.)
(But superior to man), Phil. 2:7. He
was made in the likeness of sinful
flesh. (But not sinful). He was made
a curse, (But not an accursed one).
Not originally so, but made so by an
involuntary act of God. 2nd Cor.
5:21.
Then again, God, by a free and
voluntary act, gave His transcendent
admiration, His profound appreciation, and His inexpressible love in the
person of His only begotten Son,
that whosoever, etc. Jno. 3:16.
But God was not alone in the participation of the great redemptive
scheme, Christ also had no small share
in this world wide remedial bill, as
we shall see, etc. Here are some of
the things that Christ gave, and did,
for the same purpose that man might
be justified, and reunited with his
maker.
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First, He laid down his life, that afronts offered to the justice, and
government of God. They were not of
he might take it again. Jno. 10:17.
Second, He came not to be minis- the same nature that offended, hence
tered to, but to minister. Mat. 20:28. not suitable. Much less were they of
the same nature of that which was
Third, He gave his flesh. Jno. 6:51.
offended.
And nothing less than
Fourth, He gave his body. Lk. The beast under the law, could not put
22:19.
themselves in the sinners room, and
Fifth, He died for the ungodly, place.
(not for the righteous). Rom. 5:6.
Hence the atoning sacrifice must
Sixth, He died for us, (not for be made by one capable of volunhimself-. Rom. 5:8.
tarily consenting to give himself as
Seventh, He gave himself for our a substitute for the sinner. This
sins, (to redeem us). Tit. 2:14.
Christ did, and really took the sinEighth, He bears our sins, "in his ners plac,." Henry, ^with all that is
own body." 1st Ptr. 2:24.
involved, and which constitutes-the
Ninth, He suffered, the just, "for doctrine of substitution, in its varthe unjust." 1st Ptr. 3:18.
ious details, and by which God was
Tenth, He died for our sins, (not reconciled unto us through Christ being made our substitute, by putting
us). 1st Cor. 15:3.
All these quotations have embod- away sin, by the sacrifice of himself.
ied in them a vicarious element, and Heb. 9:26.
substitutionary sacrifice, and were all
The profoundest mystery, and the
exhibited in typical form in the div- sublimest reality of the atonement is
inely appointed scriptures of the Old found in this. "He hath made him to
Testament dispensation.
"be" sin, for us, "who knew no sin,"
L. B. Compton said. "The law al- that we might be made the righteousways involved the slaying of a Lamb, ness of God through Him. 2nd Cor.
and the scapegoat, as the sin 5:21.
bearer. In both cases an animal unWill we in conclusion be reminded
conscious of the purpose, or object of that Paul says, 2nd Cor. 5:19. "That
the ceremony, etc. And because of God was in Christ reconciling the
this never effected a complete atone- world unto himself." And 8:9.
ment." Heb. 10 :l-3.
"Though he was rich, yet for your
But why not? Why was it nec- sakes he became poor, that ye
essary that Christ should, and only through his poverty might be right."
could constitute both ? The writer ofAnd now He forgiveth all our inten wondered at this aspect of reiquities, He healeth all our diseases.
demption.
He is our substitute—Amen.
Well when the law failed, God provided another method. For what was
Correct Doctrine—Right Living
impossible under the law, powerless
as it was because it acted through
frail humanity. Rom., 8:3: God,
At Thy dear feet, once pierced for
"by sending his own Son, in a body
me,
like that of sinful human nature, and
With cruel nails, upon the tree,
as a sacrifice for sin. He pronounced
I lay my life, for use by Thee,
sentence upon sin in human nature, in
Henceforth to know no anxious
order that in our case the requirecare,
ments of the law might be fully met."
My sole resort, believing prayer!
Henry.
No worry, lest my work be stayed;
"As the legal sacrifices did not in
themselves take away sin, so it was
No hurry, lest I be delayed
impossible that they could. There
By haste, to prayerlessness bewas an essential defect in them. Heb.,
trayed.
10:3-4. They were not of the same
Not careful to be praised of man,
nature with us who sinned.—They
But only to be taught Thy plan,
were not of sufficient value for the
What Thou wilt have me do, I can.

Monday, February 20, 1928
STORM

CENTERS

Just recently I visited in a home
where there was a "Storm-center."
The "Storm" usually broke about
getting up time in the morning and
raged with more or less severity until after bedtime. Being somewhat interested in human nature, I watched
this particular phenomenon rather
closely. I observed that certain conditions were responsible for disturbing this "Storm-center" and keeping
it stirred up. The general atmosphere was most provocative for a
storm, and so the storm raged on.
At the heart of this "Storm-center'' I discovered Selfishness. It so
happens that Self does not like to be
disturbed, and so getting up time in
the morning gave it a jolt. Self does
not like to serve others, and so little household errands caused rumblings of thunder. Self does not like
to see others more honored, and so
there came flashes of lightning, more
rumbles of thunder and the storm
raged on.
Now, sad to say, there are some
Christians who remind me of this
youthful "Storm-center." They belong to that class of "Hard-to-getalong-with" Christians. They are
hard to get along with. They are
easily offended, and sometimes they
nurse their hurt feelings like the
wounded monkey who, seeking sympathy from his fellows, exposed the
wound publicly until it grew so aggravated that finally it caused death.
Sometimes they sulk away into a
corner and pity themselves to death.
In both cases there is the danger of
contagion, and others also suffer.
Hard-to-get-along-with
Christians
are hard on others. They are stormcenters in the communities where
they live, a disgrace to the cause of
Christ, and a misery to themselves.
Hard-to-get-along-with Christians
should wake up, take a square look at
themselves and locate their trouble
in its proper place —self-centeredness. Then by the grace of God they
can change the order of their lives
and become Christians in deed and
in truth.—Selected.

Monday, February 20, 1928
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Our Young
THE END OF THE WAY
The Story of a Medical Call by One of
Our Missionaries in India.
(Continued)
A restless night was passed and the
glad morning dawned. How she longed for her usual six o'clock "Choti
Hazri" with its refreshing hot drink
and nourishing food. But thought
she, "It is seven now and they certainly will bring it soon, I will take a
walk to pass the time."
How beautiful were the mango
groves and the dense bamboo thickets; and how charming the morning
call of the dove and its feathered fellows ! She strolled in one direction to
the outskirts of the town, people were
busy about their morning duties, but
no "Choti Hazri" had arrived. She
went and had a look at the village
tank but still the coveted breakfast
was not forthcoming. She visited the
little grass school house and had a
friendly chat with the school master
in the Hindi language, but still no call
for food. A peculiar faint feeling was
making itself manifest and her
watch ticked off eight o'clock, when
the cartman of the day before, hurried her back to the travellers bungalo in a very important manner, "Come
along your breakfast is ready" were
the welcome words he spoke.
On the bare table in the corner lay
a mysterious little heap, covered over
with a grimy looking cloth. With a
flourish the man removed the cloth
and two little dishes were revealed.
In one of them rested two eggs, boiled in the shell, and in the other a generous pile each, of salt and pepper.
There was not a knife, fork or spoon,
nor any bread or tea to be seen. The
servant stood back with folded hands
to watch the process of eating. But
as she knew somewhat of the customs
of the east she knew there would be
no harm in asking for that which she
desired, not saying that the request
would be granted. "Where is the
bread and the tea?" asked the mis-

People

sionary. "Why the bread is cooked
and ready, but the meat which goes
with it is not done and therefore I did
not bring the bread. And there is
no milk for the tea and therefore I
thought you would not care for it."
He was instructed to quickly bring
the bread and tea and never mind the
things which went with them for she
was at the stage where she thought
most anything would do. She keenly
devoured one of the soft boiled eggs
without the aid of as much as a
spoon, during the long interval which
followed.
Following the breakfast another
walk through the bazaar was taken.
The women gathered about her full of
the usual questions, "Are you married
and if not, when do you expect to be ?
How many sons have you ?" and
many more as exacting and personal
in nature. "How is the sick woman,
this morning, has anyone been in to
see her?" the white woman asked of
them. "Yes," one said, "I was over to
see her this morning and she is fine,
up walking around." "Well, I am
going in to see her now," said the
missionary, and with this she walked
away followed by a few of the women.
Entering the little yard and approaching the Hyde warehouse, the
missionary adressed the master sitting outside, "Good morning, Babu,
how is your wife this morning?" asked she. 'She is much better this
morning," came the encouraging reply and it was accompanied by an invitation to go in and see her. She certainly looked a different woman as
she sat draped in garments of red
and orange with smiles and'welcoming salaams. It was very evident a
real change had come over the poor
little shut in woman. As the missionary took the chair offered her, she
felt that all her troubles were well
worth just this one rare opportunity
of telling another soul of the One who
can save and give freedom to all who
come to Him. Before her was a soul
who had never, perhaps, been spoken
to in a personal way about Jesus and
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His love, who did not know the joy
which salvation brings. A staunch
follower of Mohammed, the Prophet,
was she. Oh, to leave some message
which would light up her spiritual
countenance as her physical one now
beamed. "I will sing to you if- you
wish," said the missionary, and the
earnest face manifested increased interest, as first one and then another
of the Christian hymns were sung in
the language most easily understood
by her. The songs were interspersed
with explanations involving the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross and other
important events in His life. The face
of the woman suddenly beamed with
intelligence, "Oh yes, now I know,
you are speaking of Jesus the prophet, our Koran tells us about Him and
in it we read that he went away to
Heaven and will come again to judge
the world, I believe that." The Missionary as tactfully as possible took
up the points of contact and made
the best of them in the conversation,
which might have gone on for hours,
but the sun was rising high, and the
homeward journey was before her.
The poor little hungry souled woman
followed her to the very door clasping firmly the hand of the missionary
in her two small brown ones, but cruel
custom forbade hex to venture beyond
the door-way. With a last "salaam"
the parting was made and an opportunity gone perhaps never to return
again.
Upon a platform in his yard sat the
master, counting out his money. He
was the very essence of unconcern, as
the missionary hurried toward him.
"Where is your motor car," said she.
"Why, I do not have a car of my own,
it belongs to another man, and is off
a great distance from here, and besides the road is so bad, it cannot be
traversed by motor, but never mind,
I have had my cart all retied and will
put a good supply of straw on and you
will go back in real comfort." The
missionary was stunned at the word
for she knew as well as he that it was
an impossible one under the circumstances. All manner of things crept
in to hinder a speedy departure, but
at last the cart with its burden of
(Continued on page 15.)
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Reports
REPORT

OF YORK CO.

MEETINGS

A series of evangelistic services were
held at the Locust Grove church, York co.,
Pa., conducted by Eld. Irvin W. Musser
of Mt. Joy beginning Christmas Eve and
continuing until January 8th.
Bro. Musser came into our midst filled
with the Spirit and preached the old fashioned soul-saving gospel. We believe he
has made himself free from the blood of
all men.
The attendance was very encouraging to
the few saints in this part of his moral
vineyard, the house being nearly filled to
its capacity. The last evening of the meetings four precious souls went forward to
the altar and found pardon from their
sins. They are young and tender in years
and need the prayers of God's children
that they may prove faithful. Several
hands were raised for prayer. Many more
were under deep conviction but were not
willing to yield to that still small voice.
Tho the outward results were not as we
desired to see, yet eternity will only reveal
the good that has been done. The saints
were encouraged and uplifted to press the
battle on. May God bless Bro. Musser
abundantly for his labors of love, also our
Bishop L. O. Musser who filled the pulpit
two evenings during the meetings in order to relieve the evangelist. We feel
their efforts have not been in vain.
We appreciate the great love and kindness of the dear brethren who made it
possible for us to have a house of worship at this place. May God bless and reward them for the same. We have organized a Sunday School here, and have
a total enrollment of thirty-seven pupils
at present. We are looking forward to
still a larger attendance in the future.
It is our prayer that we may ever remain
humble at Jesus' feet and be a light-house
to this community. There are many in
this neighborhood who need salvation.
Please pray for the work at this place.
—Edna E. Lehman, Cor.
Dear Readers:
The following is a report of
the revival effort conducted at Cedar
Springs, Pa., beginning Nov. 20, and lasting two weeks. Bro. Abner Martin from
Elizabethtown, Pa., gave us good spiritual
food each evening. The attendance was not
large any time but the few could claim the
promise, and God's presence was in our
midst.
Three young people made a start in the
Lord's service and we pray they may be
true till Jesus comes. We also trust that
good seed was sown in other hearts to
spring forth and bear fruit at the Mas-
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ter's bidding. The believers were also encourage during the meetings to keep pressing the battle and be faithful till Jesus
comes.
Our prayers and well wishes go with
Bro. Martin as he is in meetings elsewhere
that the Lord may use him to gather souls
for His Kingdom.
—Cedar Springs Cor.

ward. We are glad for his example of
earnestness he left. The last few years of
his life were especially changed toward
Godliness.
We surely appreciated the many boxes of
clothes that were sent in from different
parts of the church which were much appreciated by many poor that we were able
to help. This has been a hard winter for
our people and mission friends. Following
is a list of boxes, etc., sent in: Two boxes
of clothing from Zion, Kansas, Sewing Circle; box of clothing from the Needle Work
Guild, 150 pieces, Souderton, Pa.; two barrels of clothing from Rosebank, Kansas,
congregation and vicinity. Things for poor
which were given out in baskets from Dallas Center, la.
We have so many needs among the poor
that at times we hardly know which way
to look, but we can see in answer to prayer, God has laid it upon the hearts of some
of you dear brethren and sisters to help us
to help others. I know it is put to your
credit in heaven. We also appreciated 1
sack of whole wheat flour from Bro. R. I.
Witter and wife from Navarre, Kans., and
two chickens from Sr. A. L. Hostetter from
Hope, Kans. If you dear ones could see
the joyful faces and shouts to our God and
a God bless you as these things are received
by the Home family, it would make your
heart rejoice. But, I know you can see by
faith and that God gives you an interest
check on due time.
Praise God from whom all blessings flow.
Financial Report for Months of October,
November, December and January
Donations
Arthur Heise, Hamlin, Kans. _
$ 5.00
A. J. Snively, Hope, Kans
10.00
Pleasant Hill S. S., Hamlin, Kans
81.35
D. B. Wingert
10.00
Pleasant Hill S. S., Ohio
36.00
Cross Roads S. S., Penna
34.50
Waukena S. S., Calif
18.31
Norman Rosenberger, Souderton, Pa... 3.00
Bethel S. S., Kans
10.75
Bro. Biltz, Des Moines, la
9.00
Annie Schwend
1.00

REPORT

OF REVIVAL
MEETINGS
THE LOCKE
CHURCH,
NAPPANEE,
IND.

AT

The congregation and community here
have been blessed with the recent revival
which the Lord has been pleased to give
us.
Our meetings, beginning Jan. 22 and
closing Feb. 12, were conducted by Eld.
E. J. Swalm of Duntroon, Canada. The
messages were freighted with life giving,
soul stirring nuggets of truth. A practical
Christian life, hid with Christ in God, is
the standard our brother held up.
God's Word was ably expounded in its
fullness. Judgment day conviction came
upon souls. A great work has been done
in the hearts of those who have let Christ
have His way. However, many turned
down the offers of mercy and said within
themselves, "we will risk it a little longer."
(Sad indeed if the Lord should come before they yield.)
No doubt much has been done that mortal cannot see. God alone knows the true
results. The church has been inspired
anew to work with greater zeal till Jesus
comes.
May God's blessings be upon our brother
as he goes elsewhere to labor in the Master's Vineyard.
Our prayers follow him.—J. L. M.
DES MOINES, IA., MISSION
Greetings in Jesus' name:
We come with a four months report about
our work. God's spirit is still working and
will continue to work as long as we keep
on praying. After the close of the tent
meetings at Des Moines the Spirit continued to work upon souls and one Sunday
night a man and wife came to the altar,
and were beautifully saved in direct answer
to prayer of a niece of theirs who belongs
to church. On October 16 they were baptized and united with the church and are
standing true and rejoicing in the Lord.
We were glad to have L. Shoalts from
Canada with us for our winter's revival,
which meant so much to us in settling the
new converts and stirring up others. Quite
a number knelt at the altar of prayer during these meetings. There have been a few
deaths among our mission friends and members. Bro. Amos Higgins who many knew
throughout the church passed to his re-

Total Donations
$218.90
Rosebank, Kans., Thanksgiving offering for poor
$19.00
Expenditures
Bal. due mission from last report
$329.77
Table supplies
263.88
Gas, electric, "telephone and water.... 73.67
Total expenses
Total donations

$667.32
$218.90

Balance due mission
$448.42
Yours for souls,
H. W. Landis and wife.

There is no better contributor to
foreign Missions than the one who
engages in Missionary intercession.
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MY GRACE IS SUFFICIENT
II Cor. 12.
How sweetly it echoes right onward through
time,
How sweetly its whisper steals into my
rhyme,
In joy or in sorrow, in sickness or health,
When richest, when poorest, here only is
wealth.
To-day I repeat it for others to hear,
No, Jesus must say it as He cometh near
Or else the sweet whisper will lose its
sweet My,
My grace is sufficient, I give the supply.
I heard it when starting the voyage of life,
I heard it in calm days, I heard in strife;
My grace is sufficient, my grace is enough,
When anchored in harbor, when tempests
are rough.
My grace is sufficient, I know all Thy need,
I know all Thy labor, poor, weak, bruised
reed,
But too, I will strengthen and make thee my
rod;
My grace is sufficient, for I am thy God.
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whom He loves He will chastise. I do rejoice in God with my whole heart, soul
and spirit for what He has done for me.
He has saved me from death traps more
than once, insomuch that friends feared
they would hear of some sad news some
day. But, I feared not, for I had proved
God that he would have a way for me,
that is, if I would obey Him. His will
was my will and if it was His will that
I should die at the hands of some person
it would be my will.
To-day I am happy and rejoice in the
Lord that He is able to keep and to deliver
from the power of Satan. Does it pay to
trust in Jesus? Had I not trusted in
the Lord Jesus, where, O where would I be ?
All honor and praise I owe to Him for he
saved me from the power of Satan. I
would have some more to say but as this
is my first letter for the Visitor, I thought
I had better close.
May the love and grace of Jesus, the Son
of God, abide with you now and forevermore.
Yours for the cause of Jesus.
From a Sister
Mary Gerber—Myerstown, Pa.
TESTIMONY

A TESTIMONY FROM A CHILD OF GOD
The way I found my Saviour is thus: I
came from a good Christian home and was
raised under a good Christian atmosphere,
and, of course, I knew better than I lived or
did. So one day I made up my mind I
would form a habit, and read the Bible every
Sabbath day, and of course as I took hold
ef God's Word it took a hold of me. Praise
the Lord. Well, I got a longing to go along
with God's people at lovefeast. Knowing I
could not do that unless I became a child of
God, I kept on reading and the Spirit kept
on working. I was not converted in any revival meetings, for there were no revivals
in town at that time. I started to pray, and
Satan of course got busy and said, "God
won't hear you." But the good was present too. Praise God He said to me, if you
lay it aside you will never be saved. That
gave me so much courage. I kept on praying, the evil one came along again. He said
you will be ashamed when you go to the
factory to work with your covering on, and
again I remembered what Jesus said. Mark
8:38, again I got more courage to pray on.
The more I prayed the more I saw my condition. The Spirit of God led me to make
restitution, and make peace where I had
none. I prayed to God that He give me a
perfect will that I may overcome, there I
found God at His promise. He went with
me everywhere I had to go. When I got to
these places it was not as Satan had made
me believe, for they forgave me willingly.

I have been impressed for some time to
write a few lines for the Visitor as it is a
"welcome visitor" to me and especially the
testimonies of the saints. I often wonder
why there are not more to testify through
its columns. My testimony is not as great
as I have heard some say, but I am glad that
when the Lord set me free He gave me one
of my own. As I am willing to give it
whenever I have an opportunity, that is
when I get the blessing and also have victory over the enemy. Because he is so
shrewd and cunning he tries to discourage
those who do not have such a great experience to talk about.
I am glad that I accepted the Lord in
my young years, but my life has not been
all sunshine.
"Sometimes mid scenes of deepest gloom,
Sometimes where Eden's bowers bloom
By waters still o'er troubled sea
Still 'tis God's hand that leadeth me."

If we are in the center of God's will we
will not only praise Him for sunshine, but
we also want to praise Him for the hard
places.
I have not always been as faithful as I
should have been but I am glad for one
who will show us our mistakes and when
we take our place and acknowledge our unworthiness we get victory. I am so glad
for an unchanging God, one that does not
ask us to change from one style to another.
I have been a Christian now for sixteen He has given us His Word as a guide and
years, and have been tested more than more than that, His spirit which He said
once, and every time I get closer to God. For should lead us into all truth.
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When Jesus was upon earth He lived the
example which we should follow. When we
think of what He suffered that we might
go free and then see how far the human
race has fallen below the standard which
He has set, we sometimes wonder how long
will or can God have mercy. My prayer is
that I might be in a readiness continually
for His coming and that my life may be an
influence for good to the many who are yet
rebellious against His spirit.
We hear so much said about the coming
of Christ, His second coming. And I wonder sometimes whether we really believe it.
If we do it is necessary that we enter into
a close examination of our lives and ask
ourselves the question, does my life correspond with my profession? If I truly believe He is coming at any moment I do not
want to be found listening at the radio; I
do not want to be found with the daily paper, reading all the happenings of the day,
having my mind taken up with those things
instead of the Word of God. I do not want
to have envy and hatred in my heart against
my brother or sister or neighbor. I think
those are some of the things which will bind
us to earth so that we will not be of the
number that can go with Him when He
comes. My mind often is taken up in these
things and I only give them for consideration. It surely means a cutting off and
getting away from the things that are not
for the child of God.
Then should the question oft recur
What do we more than others do ?
How do we show that we prefer
The things above to things below?
Where is the holy walk that suits
The name and character we bear
And where are seen those heavenly fruits
That show we're not what once we were.
—From a Sister.
REPORT OF REVIVAL
A revival meeting was held at Elizabethtown church beginning Sunday, January 1,
and ending Thursday, Jan. 19th.
Bro. Wm. Myers of Ohio held the services and gave the Word by the power of the
Holy Spirit. Eleven souls made a start for
the kingdom by accepting Christ as their
Saviour. Many others were made to see
their need of a Saviour, but would not yield
because of the bonds of satan ,thinking that
some day they will. If that some day ever
arrives. But how seldom does that some
day ever come.
—Paul A. Martin.
(Continued on page 10.)

Christ comes quickly; and I trust
you can answer with a glad "Amen"
that the warning is not troublesome.
—Selected.
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MARRIAGES
OBERHOLSER—WENGER
On January 11, 1928, a t the home of the
bride's father, Joseph O. Wenger of near
Shippensburg, Pa., Brother Christian L.
Oberholser, son of Eld. Aaron W. Oberholser, and Sister Miriaum A. Wenger
were united in marriage.
Eld. Aaron W. Oberholser officiated.

OBITUARIES
DAVIDSON — Hannah J. Davidson,
daughter of Joseph and Lucinda Davidson,
was born in Fayette Co., Pa., Dec. 27, 1854,
and with her parents moved to near Wooster, Wayne Co., Ohio, in the fall of 1863,
and passed away at the Wooster Hospital,
death resulting from paralysis, on Feb. 4th,
•1928, at the age of 73 years, 1 month and
7 days.
Early in life she was converted and united with the Brethren in Christ Church of
which she remained an active and interested member until her death, and is survived
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Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in chargo of Bro. Myron and Sister
Adda Taylor. 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa
Permanent Church Headquarters
Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home.
117i Bailey Street
Harrisburg, Pa.
Attention of General Conference Secretary

City Missions
Attoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller
and wife, fill—4th Av«., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission. 1% Hawley St., in charge of Eld.
and Sr. Earl Bossyrt.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish.
W. H. and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194—14th St.. in charge
of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Lancaster Mission, in charge of Emanuel C. Haas
and wife, 47 Caroline Street.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of
Elder Clyde Shirk and wife.
San Francisco Mission, 3739—20th St., in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Wetland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland. Ont., in
charge of L. B. Sohell and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder Henry P.
and Sr. Fern Heisey, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Iron Springs
Mission, in charge of Christian H.
Sider and wife, Fairfield, Pa.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert
Engle and- wife, Garlin Kentucky.
Meoretoum Mission, Mich., in charge of Eld. Chas.
E. Engle and wife, Sandusky, Mich., R. 4.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage,
Florin, Pa., Clarence Herr,
Steward, and Mrs. Clarence Herr, Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr.
Katie Bollinger, and John DeHaan and wife.

by one brother Samuel, and two sisters,
Mrs. H. C. Stauffer, and Mrs. G. G. Deffenbaugh, all of Wayne Co.
Funeral services were conducted at a funeral home in Wooster by Bish. M. L. Dohner and Eld. S. B. Longenecker. The
deceased having made choice of Rev. 14:13
for the text. Interment in Smithville cemetery.
WRITTEN IN MEMORY OF SISTER
REBECCA J. LANDIS
A dear wife and mother has gone
To sleep with the numberless dead,
And we are forsaken and lone
Since low in the grave rests her head.
The days seem so dreary and sad
Since mother was taken away,
For she was the best friend we had,
We miss her by night and by day.
We miss her in church, and at home,
We miss in our worship her prayer,
Upon us has fallen a gloom
Because we miss her everywhere.
We miss her, and oh, how we yearn
To look once again on her face,

Eld. and Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga, Eld. and Mrs. H.
H. Brubaker, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Eld. and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Mary Heisey, Miss Anna Engle, Miss Annie Winger,
Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, 3.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Bishop and Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Eld. R. H . Mann,
Wanexi Mission, Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Eld. H. J. Frey, Miss Beulah Musser, Miss Martha
Kauffraan, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S.
Africa,
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Sikalongo Mission,
Choma, N . Rhodesia. S. Africa.

India
Saharsa, B. & N, W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India,
Rev. A. D. M. Dick, Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Mrs. Katie
B Smith, Miss A. M. Steckley, Miss Ruth E. Byer.
Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India,
Rev. G. E. Paulus, Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Miss M. E.
Rohrer.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. H . J . Frey, 649 First Ave., Upland, Cal.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Mrs. Sallie K. Doner, 117 Cherry St., Palmyra, Pa.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 106 East 8th St., Abilene, Kans.
Elder and Mrs. J . L. Myers, Greencastle, Pa.
Miss B. E. Gayman, c. o. Clarence Musser, Chambersburgfi Pa., R. %.

Treasurers of the Different Boards
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Foreign Mission Board—Graybill
Wolgemuth, Mt.
Joy, Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabeth town. Pa.
Albert Reigle, Ridgeway, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Church Extension—Jacob
Ginder, Manheim, Pa.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Publication Board—D. H. Wenger, Shippensburg, Pa
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kansas.
Tract Committee—Chas. Engle, Sandusky, Mich., R. 4

But to us she shall not return,
Our home has a large vacant place.
Not here, but up there, we believe
We'll see our kind mother again,
In heaven where no sorrows grieve
And death never entrance can gain.
The way that our loved one has trod,
Will be the way for us to tread,
The narrow way led her to God.
We, too, the same way would be led.
Composed by a sister in Christ.
ENGLE—Sister Mary M. Engle, widow
of the late Daniel Engle, formerly of
Stackstown, now Lobata, died at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Samuel Page, at Hallstead, Pa., January 22, aged 98 years,
death due to complications of diseases.
Brother Engle passed away in 1878. The
following children survive: James Monroe,
of Philadelphia; B. F. Engle, of Upland,
Cal.; Daniel H. of Kansas; Stephen H. of
Wyoming; Mazie, wife of Samuel Page, of
Hallstead. Also some grandchildren, greatgrandchildren, and great great-grandchildren. Two brothers, John M. Hoffman, of
Freeburg, and Abram H. Hoffman, of Lobata, and a sister, Susan Engle, of Bainbridge, also survive.
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The funeral was held in the Maytown
church with interment in the cemetery adjoining Reich's meeting house. Rev. Abm.
Z. Hess and Rev. Jacob Martin officiated.
Text: John 19:27, 2nd clause.

WOLFINGER—Mrs. Martha A. WolfinIN MEMORY
ger, aged 72 years, widow of the late David
Wolfinger, died Feb. 15, 1928, at the home
In sad but loving remembrance of a
of her daughter, Mrs. Daniel Boward, dear saint Lizzie D. Lehman who departed
Reid, after an illness of 5 months. She this life six years ago February 4, 1922.
was a member of the Brethren in Christ
church. The following children survive:
This fourth day of February
Mrs. Mary W. Baumgardner, Mrs. Isaac
Brings back anew.
Shank, Mrs. Daniel Boward, Miss Emma
The deep sorrow of six long years ago.
Reid, Mrs. James Adams, Cumberland;
Time and season tell it
Mrs. Paul Ridenour, Halfway; step-chilHow can we forget.
dren: Daniel R. Wolfinger, Chambersburg;
When you were called away.
Joseph W. and Charles I., Smithsburg;
Harry B., Security; Mrs. Silas Delauter,
Well we know it was thy wish
Hagerstown; Mrs. Edward Hartman 1 ,
To linger with us still
Waynesboro; 29 grandchildren and nine,
To see some precious souls,
great-grandchildren: sisters and brothers,
Return unto the fold,
Mrs, Emma Garvin, Mrs. Edward Bock,
But thou couldn't look up amid thy
Hagerstown; Elizabeth and Isaac N. Stine,
fears and say,
State Line, Pa.; Daniel, St. Bernardo, Cal.
Father not my will but thine be done.
Funeral was held Feb. 15th at First Christian church at 2:30 o'clock, Bishop Harry
We loved you but God loved you too
Shank, assisted by Rev. William Norment,
He saw your sickness and sufferings
officiating. Burial in Rose Hill.
And it pleased our heavenly father
To call you to to that land
Where all is joy and sunshine
Where clouds and tears will never
HESS—Raymond Wilbur Hess, the fourappear.
months-old son and youngest of a family
of ten children of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
How oft we think of those happy days
and Iva (Kipe) Hess died Feb. 13, 1928,
We spent together when you were
of bronchial pneumonia after an illness
with us still
of five days. The surviving children are
Don't forget Jesus these your last
Helen, Hobart, Eva, Ernest, Joseph, Ralph,
words
Carroll, Kenneth and Loretta.
Unto us were spoken,
The funeral was held Feb. 15, at 10
They linger with us still.
o'clock at the house, with Revsv J. Cf
Myers and Harry C. Shank the ministers
in charge, and burial at Ringgold.
Yes some day we will meet you
dearest Aunt
Someday when Jesus sbys,
Well done and bids us come
RESOLUTIONS
OF
CONDOLENCE
Here on earth we must say good-bye
Here on earth we must say
TVhereas, It pleased our Heavenly Fagood bye
ther through His infinite love to remove
But this one thing thrills our soul
from our midst in the "Busy Bee MissionWith joy
ary Band" our beloved sister and faithful
In heaven we'll never say good bye.
co-worker, Sr. Rebecca Landis, therefore,
be it
We know you are safe with in
The pearly gates of Paredise
Resolved, That the members of the MisSafe in the arms of Jesus safe on
sionary Band, have been given a solemn
his gentle breast
warning by the suddenness of this, our
No more the storms of life to face
dear sister's death, of the uncertainty of
Some day we too shall be with thee
life and the grave reality of death, that
Safe in Jesus arms
we cherish her memory, follow her ChrisGone but not forgotten.
tian example by striving with redoubled
zeal and energy to win souls for Christ.
Composed by her nieces,
Resolved, That we recommend the dear
—Edna and Florence Lehman.
ones left for consolation to Him who said:
"Blessed are the dead which die in the
Lord, from henceforth that they may rest
from their labors and their works do folPrayerlessness is a sign of an unlow them;" and that these resolutions be submitted heart, an unsanctified life
sent to those nearest and dearest to her,
—of a will and purpose out of harassuring them of our sincere sympathy
mony with God. One does not, canin their sad bereavement.
—The Missionary Band at Mechanicsburg, not, know God unless he prays.—
Pa.
Prichard.

ENGLE—Sister Fannie Nissley Engle,
widow of Henry M. Engle, was born July
22, 1846, and died January 15, 1928, aged
81 years, 5 months and 25 days.
She leaves to' mourn heir departure
two sons, Ezra B. Engle, of Glen Mills,
Pa., Horace N. Engle, of West Chester,
Pa., and one daughter, Emma Grove, wife
of John Grove, of Penn Argyl, Pa., one
sister, Mrsl John Sheets, of Moonlights,
Kans., and a number of grandchildren and
great-grandchildren and a host of friends.
Funeral was held at Maytown Brethren
in Christ church and burial at Reichs,
Bish. L. O. Musser and Rev. Eli Engle officiating. Text: Rev. 7:13-14.
WHITE—John Shank White died January 6, 1928, aged 67 years, 3 months and
20 days. He is survived by his wife, Sister
Martha White, nee Hoffman, and two children, Mrs. Dale Hannigan and Norman
White, both of Marietta.
Funeral at Maytown Brethren in Christ
church with interment in Reich's cemetery.
Bish L. O. Musser and Rev. Jacob Martin officiated. Text: II Kings 20: 1, last
clause.
SINKS—Susan Coat Sinks, daughter of
Elias and Esther Coat, was born at Union,
Ohio, July 27, 1835, died February 10,
1928, aged 92 years, 6 months,l days.
She is the last of a family of five children to depart this life.
In the year 1853, on September 25, she
was joined in marriage to George Sinks of
Union, Ohio. Born to them were the two
children, Theodore F . and Florence Esther, the daughter having died twelve
years ago, and the son six years ago. Mrs.
Sinks has been a widow for over thirty
years.
Early in her married life she was converted and united with the Methodist
church at Union, Ohio, where she lived
the most of her life up until twelve years
ago. She sought to live the life of a devoted Christian mother and took active
part in the interests of her church.
She leaves behind one grandson, Rev.
W. H. Sinks, four great-grandchildren, her
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Edna Sinks, and
four nieces.
The funeral services were held Sunday,
2 P. M., February 12, in the Fairview
church, near Englewood, Ohio, conducted
by Rev. W. H. Boyer, and assisted by Rev.
I. C. Engle. Interment in the near-by cemetery. Text: Heb. 13:14.
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REPORTS
(Continued from page 7)
January 29, 1928.
Dear readers, greeting in Jesus' name.
I often have to wonder why we find so
few testimonies in the visitor. I have to
think of the days when I was under conviction at nine years, I accepted Christ
as my Savior. My mother noticed that I
was under conviction, and she tried to
get me to church every night.
On the morning of my birthday I came
down the steps two at a time, I ran to my
mother and said. "I've given myself to
Jesus, I've given myself to Jesus." She
told me what it meant to give myself to
Him. She always taught me to be true
to Him, and take my troubles to Him.
One Sunday morning she was sick and
we wanted to go to church very bad, I
told my little brother to pray with me to
make mother well. We went to our room
and knelt down and prayed, and, Praise
the Lord! He answered our prayer.
We are now living in Pennsylvania. I
have gone to live with Grandpa Shanks,
I have had a longing desire to be with
the brethren. The Lord is giving me many
blessings. Oh! it is such joy to be among
the worshipers of God. Pray for me that
I may prove faithful.
Your sister in faith,
Elizabeth E. Shadley

expectant of meeting our Lord in the air;
anyhow, we know that they shall soon be
with Him.
Droppings from the Lord—We are having these. Several are being dealt with by
the Holy Spirit. One dear girl took a bold
stand for God, left the world and its fashions and gave us a surprise by taking the
plain way. When asked why she did it,
she answered: "How else could I do when
so many were praying for me." We are
glad to hear of the precious revivals in
the church in the east. Will the readers
please pray that we may have a real downpour here?
Brought out to be brought in— This is
the thought of Deut. 6:23 as used by our
dear young brother, J. R. Steckly, on Sunday evening, Feb. 12. Very vividly was the
truth brought to us, so that all ought to
be able to see that God leads us out of sin
to bring us into Holiness. The distinction
between justification and sanctification was
clearly set forth. Thank God for young
brethren who are not afraid to speak the
truth. May God stir us up as a people
to hold a high stand of purity of heart
and conduct for every child of God.

with light silk stockings to make them
still more noticeable, we "fear, lest, a
promise being left us of entering into His
rest, any of you should seem to come
short of it." Dear ones, when the Bible
says women shall "adorn themselves in
modest apparel," it means what it says
regardless of what someone else may do.
And how we love to see that sweet shamefacedness, which is so peculiarly attractive
to virgins. Don't you think we should
wear capes for shamefacedness' sake and
skirts that are both long and full enough
to be modest and saintly. God's Word says
we shall adorn ourselves as the holy women of old, and to whom shall we look
for example but to our saintly mothers?
We sometimes wonder where our mothers
in Israel are when we see some of our
precious young sisters appear as they do.
When we were worldlings we were very
careful not to appear in the presence of
young men with skirts that were too tight
or immodest looking. Dear ones, has the
law of modesty so completely changed in
fourteen years that now saints may dress
so near the harlot style and still expect to
go up in the rapture? We believe Jesus'
coming is very near at hand. You may
wonder why we feel so concerned about
our young sisters? We have been teaching
the young sisters' Bible class for a number of years and in that time have seen
three of those precious girls fall in the
trap of the devil. One has returned to
the church, but two of them are gone.
Where? It pains my heart, and God has
given me the burden of this message.

UPLAND
CALIFORNIA
Missionary Day—This began in the 6:30
A. M. prayer meeting, Sun. Feb. 5, when
especially our foreign missions were
brought with full hearts to God in prayer.
The missionary spirit was felt already in
our Sunday School and a liberal offering
was given especially for Africa.
We were very much blest to have Bro.
C. C. Burkholder preach to us at 11 a. m.
He spoke to the edification of all out of
the fullness of his heart, emphasizing the
tranforming grace of God in changing the
lives of the lowest and most vile to become children of God, and urged the necessity of spreading this glorious gospel. Bro.
J. R. Eyster spoke in the evening. His
subject was "Consecration." The words of
his text were: "They first gave their own
selves unto the Lord." 2 Cor. 8:5. Our
hearts were again stirred and no doubt
God spoke loudly to those whom He wants
to go. Another large offering concluded
this blessed day.
"With long life will I satisfy him," Psa.
91:16—Our parents, B. M. and Nancy
Byer, are surely having this promise fulfilled. He is 91 and she is 87. They have
lived together almost 67 years. Their
health is reasonably good, and they are
fairly sound in body and have good sight
and hearing. Best of all we are glad and
thankful to God that they are joyful and
happy in the service of God. They are still

To our dear young sisters, greetings:
0 , magnify the Lord with me and let
us exalt His Name together. How blessed
to have our lives fully yielded to His will
and continually be at the place where we
can say, "Have thine own way, Lord."
This morning my soul glories in the
grand anticipations for the children of
God. Think of it, dear ones, "Streets of
Gold" and "Gates of Pearl," and angel
choirs with "Golden harps!" Grand, indeed; what must it be to be there? But
to see our precious Savior, with those dear
nail-pierced hands and feet and be with
Him forever; that will be Heaven for me.
How we wish we could lovingly entreat
all you precious young people in the church
to consecrate your lives fully to God. Once
I sought pleasure in this old world, seemingly enjoying the fashions and amusements so much; but if I saw anything unusual in the skies or heard of the coming
of the Lord, my heart just quaked with
fear. However, being conscientious, I usually prayed before retiring, and well do
I remember how, sometimes after coming
from a moving picture show or theater I
stood by my bedside, ashamed of God to
pray yet afraid not to pray. My, what a
hard master I served. But praise the Lord,
to be washed in His precious blood and
filled with His Holy Spirit makes one just
feast in the "grand moving picture" of His
Word. My soul is completely satisfied in
Him.
But when we see our young people seeking pleasure is worldly entertainments,
parties, etc., and some of our precious
young sisters wearing their skirts so short,

Let's be in earnest about our souls and
the souls we may lead to Christ. We only
have a few short years to spend here, but
oh, a never-ending eternity just ahead of
us. Will it be heaven with all its grandeurs or will it be in that awful lake of
fire, with the devil and his imps to make
it still more horrible? Let's be real Brethren (sisters) in Christ and, dear ones, a
soldier is always admired for his bravery,
how much more should we, who are soldiers of Christ be brave and fearless for
Him, and look like saints? Our dress indicates the spirit that controls our hearts.
Yours in Christ,
Mrs. Graybill Wolgemuth.
NEWS NOTES FROM
ABILENE,
KANS.
A series of meetings was begun January 1st at the Abilene church and continued for three weeks. Eld. Jesse Lady
delivered a gospel message every night
to a capacity house. The interest was very
good throughout the entire meeting. A
number of our young people and children
were converted and the believers took on
new interest and zeal in the Lord's work.
One evening was devoted to the young
people and children. Bro. Lady delivered
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a very interesting message using his text
Psalms .16:6.
Two afternoons
a children's meet*ing was held, the children meeting at the
church after school. The children were
very responsive to the songs and gospel
stories and a number decided to serve
Christ.
Bro. Lady with our pastor, Rev. G. E.
Whisler, made numerous caHfc on the sick
and shut-in members and friends of the
church, and we are sure their visits proved
an encouragement to those who are
unable to meet in God's house.
Srs. Anna and Sarah Bert have returned
to their work at the Chicago Mission. They
were called here by the sickness and death
of their brother, Bro. Peter Bert.
We were grieved to learn of the passing away, Dec. 15th, of Miss Elizabeth
Hershey, who had been a missionary with
the China Inland Mission for the past
eighteen years. Sr. Hershey was a resident of this county before going to China.
She was home on furlough three years ago
and while here gave several missionary
talks in our church.
We are looking forward to the arrival
of Sr. Naomi Lady and son David Wesley
who are on their way home from Africa.
Sr. Lady was a member of our congregation here before going to Africa. While
here she will be with her mother, Sr. Elizabeth Kern.
At the beginning of last year a Junior
League was started and sponsered by our
Christian Endeavor Society. Srs. Kate
Epler and Irma Saltzman have charge of
the meetings which are held every Sunday
evening. About twenty children are enrolled and they are very much interested
in their meeting. The league has proved
very successful and it is being continued
this year.
Sr. Kosa Eyer of Upland, Cal., and Sr.
James Eyster of Thomas, Okla., who were
called here by the illness of their sister,
Mrs. Jacob Gish, have returned to their
homes.
Tuesday evening, February 14, Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin Dayhoff gave missionary addresses at the church. They have been
laboring in Africa for the past seven years
and expect to return there in the near
future.
The various services and activities of
the church are continuing with increased
interest and attendance. Pray for the
work at this place.—Mrs. H. Harmon, Cor.
A

TESTIMONY

Greeting in the Master's name with
Psalms 32:1, Blessed is he whose transgressions is forgiven whose sin is covered.
I praise the Lord for saving me and am
so glad my heavenly father called me in
my young years. I heard his voice call-
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ing, "Come home sinner, come home." I was
saved during the revival meeting at the
Locust Grove Brethren in Christ Church
on the twenty-nineth day of December and
it is the desire of my heart to follow Jesus
every day.
I love to read my bible every day and my
school mates were glad to see me when I
took the plain way. I was twelve years old
on Jesus' birthday. I ask the dear
saints and readers of the Visitor family to
pray for me that I may be a bright sunbeam for Jesus; also that my step-father
and mother may truly be born again and
take the plain way with me.
I am one of his Little ones,—
Irene Rohrbaugh, R. R. 3 York, Pa.

Name.
I remain the least of them who are the
Lord's alone.
F, Hisey—Stayner, Ont.

Dear Christian Friends:
I feel inclined to give my testimony fos
my Lord and Saviour who has done So
much for me.
I am not able to tell all the blessings
that we receive daily, but are thankful
for them all. When we get in earnest
about our soul's salvation our Heavenly
Father is ready to help. I prayed to God
many times for pardon, but was looking
for an experience as others told me they
had. God did not give it to me in that
way, not until I was willing to say yes
to Jesus and was willing to make my
Dear ones in Christ Jesus:
wrongs right; then peace came. Praise
I am alone, and yet not alone; for I have Jesus for His cleansing blood that was
a Friend Who has promised never to leave shed on Calvary's cross for you and me.
me nor forsake me, who sticks closer than
When I had been at meetings where
a rbother. I believe His promises are true. people gave their testimony for Christ and
These forty-five years he never let go told about the great joy they had, I
of my hands. Oh! those nail pierced hands. thought I am not as happy as they are. I
How precious to know of such a friend to told my Lord all about it. I wanted more
help in every time of need. There is no power and joy. While we were praying
one like Him. I am so glad He knows and to our Heavenly Father that we will reunderstands.
ceive this great blessing, the Lord said,
In the year that is past I made a fresh "Ask and ye shall receive." Praise God,
consecration and had this old flesh to my prayer was answered in a marvellous
die so that the inner man could live and way.
shine brighter in this) dajrk and sinful,
The Lord did send a dear brother into
world. I do not know or remember any- our midst preaching the word of God with
thing of the day I was born into this world, power. One evening when the altar call
but praise the Lord I well know the day was given I went forward, not caring who
and place I was born into the kingdom of was in the church, friend or enemy. I beHis grace. To follow Him means suffer- lieved with all my heart that I was going
ing so I thank God He has counted me to receive from God a blessing. Oh, I got
worthy to suffer
for Him. I also so blessed from heaven I even felt hands
thank God that we have a high priest on my head. I believe the Lord Jesus'
who knows the feelings of our infirmities. hands were on my head. The power of God
That we can draw near with a true heart went through me. It was so glorious and
in full assurance of faith having our hearts sweet. I am not able to tell with my
sprinkled from an evil conscience and our tongue the great joy. It is better felt than
bodies washed with pure water.
told, praise God. It surely pays to go
Dear ones let us hold fast the profes- through with our Lord Jesus.
sion of our faith without warvering for He
Pray for us that we will ever be true
is faithful that promised. He has surely to Him. A friend that sticketh closer than
brought me through hard places aand tests a brother and that friend is Jesus.
these last four years. God alone thru Jesus
was able to keep me from falling. I often
Oh, what a God we have to trust,
felt like a worm being crushed but
A God of love and grace;
Jesus
lifted
the
load.
Bless
His
Who never will refuse the cry
dear Name. Sometimes we would like to
Of those who seek His face.
know somethings, the what-for and whys?
Then may we oft while here we wait
But what a consolation to know that God
To meet Him in the air,
knows and that is enough. He is the rightIn earnest supplication spend
ious judge. Oh, that I may not judge my
That hour—the hour of prayer.
fellow Brother or Sister in the Lord, least
I be judged with the same judgment. May
—From Sister M. Brennemann.
God bless all the born-again saints, and
those that do the will of God. I know full
If we want to be wise in winning
well I am not faultless but I thank God
souls
and to be vessels meet for the
the Blood of Jesus is between me and the
father. He sees the Blood and suffices, and Master's use, we must get rid of the
I also thank God for a dear Saviour who accursed spirit of self-seeking.—D. L.
is pleading for me in glory bless His dear Moody.
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THE CALL OF THE FIELD
By Bishop C. N. Hostetter
In Matthew 13:24 we have a parable of the sower. "The kingdom of
heaven is likened unto a man which
sowed good seed in his field; but
while men slept, his enemy came and
sowed tares among the wheat." When
the blade sprung up, the tares also
appeared. The servants asked whether the tares should not be gathered,
but the sower said both should grow
together until the harvest time, then
the reapers were to gather the tares
into bundles to burn them. Thus the
tares are compared to the children
of evil one and the good seed to the
children of God. And just as the good
seed was in the hands of the sower in
the parable, so are the children of
God in the hands of the Great Sower.
We as the children of God are the
seed of the kingdom and we are in
the Master's possession.
In speaking of the call of the field,
we do not think only of one small
spot. No, the field is the world. It
is from the world that the great call
is coming. Then we as the children
of God must be consecrated to God
and allow Him to use us. If we are
in the great seed sack of the Master
when He does His seeding, He will
scatter this seed over the entire
world, for the field is the world; and
it matters not where the Master scatters us if we are willing to be used
of Hirn. The Great Master does the
sowing, and we do not know where
our seed may fall, we should take up
our work and follow Him.
When the Lord saw the multitudes,
He was moved with compassion on
them because they fainted and were
scattered abroad as sheep having no
shepherd. Then "He saith unto His
disciples, The harvest truly is great,
but the laborers are few; pray ye
therefore the Lord of the harvest,
that He will send forth laborers unto
His harvest."

Such is the condition to-day. The
harvest truly is great, but the laborers are so few. The harvest is so
great that it cannot all be repaid.
The grain is spoiling because there
are not enough reapers, Friends, it
is heart-breaking to see the work in
such great need. They are calling
for new workers and new recruits,
but we must answer, "No there are
none to send." Is there not some one
who will answer the call of God?
Who will obey the command, Go ye?
We must send workers into the fields.
Why are there none to send ? Are we
praying the Lord of the harvest to
send forth laborers?
The Master was a missionary. He
was moved with compassion and went
out among the people, entered into
their actual sufferings, griefs, and
hardships. We must also go and enter into their very lives, go among
them and bring to them the blessed
story of salvation. We must not only pity, but we must have compassion on them, and then we will flee
to their rescue.
The call of the field—what does it
mean? As has been said before, the
field is the world, and workers are
needed to bring to the lost and dying
the wonderful story. But why is
there so little response to the call?
We are glad for those who have laid
down their lives in glad sacrifice for
the Master in the great harvest of
souls, but many more are needed and
so few are taking up the life of service. These are those who have been
called but who stubbornly refuse to
answer the call of God upon their
hearts.
There is a value and a depth of
a call. It is from God, and if God
deemed any one worthy of a call,
should not that one be willing to respond? Christ says one soul is worth
more than the whole world. Then
should we not gladly lay down our
lives in order to save precious souls?
The condition of the foreign lands
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is appalling, when one stops to think
how they are steeped in sin and intense superstition. Surly we should
be willing to do anything to bring
them the knowledge of the Saviour
and His remedy for sin. True, one
must have a call direct from heaven
to be able to withstand the temptations and tests of the foreign field,
for they are great. The true 'missionary must be endowed with power
from on high or he will become discouraged with the work and long to
go home. The call that holds must be
from God. As long as we know we
are in God's will, we can trust Him,
and He will see us through every
difficulty.
There are some people who demand
an extraordinary call from God or
some special revelation before they
will go out in active service for Him,
while there are others who feel themselves under obligation to the Master and say, "I am at your service."
St. Paul in one of his letters says. "I
am debtor;'' and thus some feel it
their duty and privilege to do active
service for the Lord.
But whether you call it direct or
not, let your message constitute the
Gospel of Jesus Christ. The need of
the field is so great, and the doors
are open wide ready to receive spiritfilled men and women as honest workers for Christ. The field is not only
the foreign field but the world.
There are laborers needed in the
homeland as well, for there are those
in our own free land of America who
do not know Jesus Christ and His
mighty power to save. Workers for
God must be spirit-filled. They must
have a burning message to give to
the people, for the remedy for sin
is found only in Christ Jesus.
Who is willing to lay down his
life in glad sacrifice and service to
bring lost souls to Jesus ? A missionary seldom speaks of sacrifice, for it
is the joy of his heart. Let us obey
God by answering His still small
voice and saying, "I'll go where you
want me to go dear Lord; I'll be
what you want me to be." The call
of God should be cherished, held sacred, and as a great favor from God.
Reported by—Catherine M. Zeiders.
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MTSHABEZI MISSION
Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia
Looking Back Over 1927
As we write the heading, we are
reminded of the first part of the 54th
chapter of Isaiah, especially ; the
words in the second verse. Enlarge
stretch forth, spare not, lengthen,
strengthen; then the words in the
third verse tells of a breaking forth,
and the fourth, "Thou shalt not be
ashamed."
These words spoken by the prophet, we believe can be taken for us in
our work here; we say ours, meaning
you in the homeland and we on the
field, for you who are standing by the
work in prayer have no small place
and perhaps the most important
place in the work here.
There are many times in the work
when there are girls to deal with here
at the Mission, and we feel the burden for their souls; they seem to be
at the place where they must choose
between life and death and often we
have realized help coming from the
outside in some way, the battle is
over and victory had come. Then
again as our room was limited here
at the Mission so that we could accept only a certain number of girls,
we could not feel free to take in or to
keep girls who did not manifest a desire to follow the Lord. As a result
many were turned away during the
year. It is now our desire to enlarge and stretch forth as much as
funds and staff will allow; and we
ask you to, especially join with us in
prayers that we may know His will
as to whom we should take in at the
Mission; for I believe our readers
will agree that the missionaries
should not spend their time educating those who do not want to follow
the Lord.
Looking over the past year of
drought and loss of cattle at the Mission and among the Natives has not
caused Natives or Europeans to lose
heart. No, but with the first rains
there was an enlarging and a stretching forth. If oxen were too thin for
plowing, the people would dig the
grain in with hoes, and every one is
looking forward hopefully for a crop
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in 1928. Shall not we to whom it
is entrusted to sow the precious seed
of the Gospel be as faithful? Settlers are going not only to North
West Canada and to the Western
States to take up farming land, but
they are coming right here into Rhodesia as they hear of good prospects
for farming and ranching. It has
been advertised that there is plenty
of room to enlarge here, and they
come. Have we who have been laboring here been quiet about telling
of the opportunities here to enlarge,
to stretch forth in the Gospel work?
If so we will now say there is plenty
of room and very good soil in which
to sow the seed, as we shall try to
explain below.
First, remember there is much to
do at the Mission and in visiting'
kraals near by.' Then there are
twenty outschools in connection with
this station. It was our privilege to
visit most of these schools several
times during the year and we find
they should be visited more frequently. If a week or two of service could
be held at each school during the
year, it would be very helpful, but
time and the present staff do not allow it. The need is here, and the'
people are hungry; shall we not pray
that we might enlarge on this line?
We are very thankful for those who
were baptized and for those who
were received back into the church
during the year, like Matshuba and
o'thers; also for Mawa who had been
a teacher but was in a backslidden
condition for years, was deep in sin
drinking, and witchcraft, but made
a new start near the close of 1927.
These have come in answer to prayer
and should encourage us to enlarge
our prayer list. Then we have been
very short of teachers and native
preachers; and although some girls
who have been at the Girl's School
did very good work teaching, they
cannot fill the place of teacher and
preacher among these people as a
man can. For these reasons we need
about ten new teachers or native
preachers for 1928. We cannot make
teachers or call them out, and may
we make our strongest plea that you
join us in prayer that the Lord of

the harvest will call forth more teachers right here for 1928 who will
faithfully labor for the salvation of
many about them who are living
bound in sin and heathen superstition ? Will you also pray not only for
a revival among us workers, native
church, class members, and for those
who have not yet yielded to the Lord,
pray for a revival in giving for the
Lord's work. In this district, crops
have been poor for several years,
which affected the offerings for the
Lord's work; then there are some who
could give but see many other things
to buy and other places for their
money. They have not had the vision of the field and its needs.
By God's help for 1928 we desire
to enlarge, to stretch forth, to spare
not, but to lengthen and strengthen
for the needs as given here; they will
only be met by Him through prayer.
Will you join us in this?
Your in the Master's service.
W. 0. Winger.
INDIA NEWS NOTES '
"Standing on the portal of the
opening year, Words of comfort meet us, hushing every
fear, I the Lord am with thee,
be thou not afraid; I will help
and strenghten, be thou not
dismayed. Yea, I will uphold
thee, with my own right hand;
Thou art called and chosen, in
my sight to stand. Onward
then, and fear not, children of
the day, For His Word shall
never, never pass away."Truly enough the old year swiftly draws to its close, and the lives we
have lived, our activities and accomplishments are matters of the past.
We leave all in the hands of God and
pray that God may bless us and enable us as missionaries to do more
efficient service for Him in the coming year than we have done in the
past. Altho we would not attempt
to give anything like a yearly report
here, we thought perhaps a few lines
concerning the work of the year
might be encouraging to all those
who have joined us with their prayers and means. Even though all
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we say may not be encouraging,
still it will help you to know how to
pray for us in the future.
* * * *
The Mission has about a dozen Indian preachers and Bible Women who
spend several hours each day, preaching in the homes and villages. The
men sometimes ride bicycles or go
on the train to their work, but as
there is no suitable conveyance for
the women a number of them have
to walk, although a few of them in
the Mission have a cart to go out in.
They carry with them portions of the
New Testament and tracts in the
language and give them out to the
people whenever acceptable. Many
are the scoffs and sneers received
from Hindus and Mohammedans who
regard them as outcasts, and we have
often marvelled at their courage.
There are those also who frankly
confess to our workers that they believe the Christian religion as ^he
true one and they would like to accept it as their own. The missionaries themselves have not been able
to do much evangelistic work owing
to the smallness of their numbers and
other hindering causes. We had so
much hoped to be able to make up
a party of missionaries and workers
and go out in a camping evangelistic tour of the distant villages during this cool season, in order to
preach to those who seldom have opportunity to hear the* Gospel at other
times; but we have been hindered in
accomplishing this also. As you pray
for our Evangelistic work for the
coming year, please pray that these
Indian workers may have great power, tact and courage to fight on; that
the missionaries may be able to give
more time to Evangelistic work during the coming year and that there
may be both means and workers to
go out on Evangelistic tour next cool

approaching maturity.
Will you
please pray that God may have His
way in their future lives?

the will of the Lord might be done
and hearts truly won for Christ
while physical suffering is being relieved.

season.
* * * *
The Orphanage Work has remained
about as it was formerly, with but
few changes, there being between
forty and fifty boys and girls in the
two orphanages. We have a number
of very bright talented young people among them, and they are fast

In one of our former articles we
have told you of the Mission Boy's
School at Saharsa and of the seeming defeat. We are sorry that we are
unable to report any change in the
condition of affairs, although many
of you have been joining us in prayer concerning it, no doubt. The boys
have not returned to our school and
the new school, started in opposition
to our own, seemingly continues to
flourish. However, we are glad God
sees, and understands, and His own
will must be accomplished in the end,
tho we are unable to see His plans.
*

*

*

'¥

Seven widows from here and there
have left their Hindu homes of
poverty and woe and come to the
Mission to seek aid and a home. The
present group remains steadfast
from year to year while others came
to join them but were not satisfied
and left again. Of the steadfast
seven a few have been baptised,
while still others desire to openly
confess their faith. The oldest
among them, as also the one who had
been in the Mission the longest, has
a grandson in the Orphanage who is
fast developing into a fine young
man. Others of the widows also have
children in the orphanage.
The dense population, ignorance
and poverty of this part of India
brings about much sickness, and as
a result the need of sanitation, hygenic instruction and medical aid is
truly appalling. About three thousand three hundred and eighty-five
treatments were given out from the
Saharsa Dispensary during the past
year. Among other cases treated
twenty seven abcesses were lanced,
eight infected wounds incised, fourteen wounds were sutured, seven confinement cases handled and about fifty private calls made in different
homes. The Word of God was
preached regularly to all who came
to the Dispensary, and many friends
were gained in the homes. Please
pray for this line of the work that

-i*

*i»
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On December fifteenth at the Saharsa church there occurred the marriage of Dershan Lai and Gertrude
Christian, Bro. Dick officiating. The
church was well filled with guests
and about one hundred and fifty partook of the native wedding feast after the ceremony. The groom has
been a teacher in the Mission for a
number of years and is a regular
membeis His bride came to the orphanage several years ago and is also a member of the church. Soon after they were married they went
away to visit his father's home
among Indian Christians who have
not been familiar with our church
doctrine. Among these people some
marveled that the bride was unadorned with rings and braclets, and various ones began to offer to have certain numbers of silver rupees made
into personal adornments for her,
since the Mission had given her none.
But they explained that the Mission
does not tolerate these useless things,
and if they had any money they
wanted to give for ornaments they
might give money to buy a cow instead. We have not heard if the coveted amount has been realized or not.
Christmas eve was a special time
of rejoicing for our Indian people
at both stations, as it was the time
observed for giving out the presents
of cloth and native sweets. On
Christmas day we had communion
services in the morning and the missionaries were together for a social
season in the afternoon. The missionaries all spent the afternoon together at Supaul.
*t*

*?

*i*
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Sr. Gayman bade farwell to Saharsa on December 27th, going to Calcutta where she will take the boat
on the second of January. Srs. Smith
and Dick accompanied her. May she
have a safe and happy voyage to the
Home Land, is our prayer.
Dated December 29th, 1927.

—Cor.
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(Continued from page 5.)
three set out on the long rough journey toward home. But just before it
set out, the man who had called came
forward with a nice gift of money as
a contribution toward the medical
work of the mission.
The cart had scarcely started when
it was discovered that the fast driver
of the day before was absent and an
older man with less ambition had
been supplied. The swift animals of
the day before were also tired and
well aware of the fact that they were
going away from home rather than
toward it. And the intoxicating palm
juice had evidently been denied them.
In other words something seemed to
say, "I am finished with you now, get
home the best way you can." "Why
do your oxen walk so slowly, hurry
them along, I will miss my train" put
in the missionary, but all to no avail.
By way of apology the cartman said,
"Oh, they only act this way until we
get out of the town and afterward
they go all right."
Before the end of the bazaar was
reached one of the animals put his
nose toward the ground and weakened in the knees and then sank to the
ground. "Oh, this bile always acts
this way until he gets out of town,
but afterward he will be all right",
said the cartman as he cudgeled him
to his feet and yoked him in with the
other ox. But the times the old ox
reclined peacefully in the middle of
the road during the entire journey
were too numerous to remember.
With each down going his determination to remain seemed to increase and
the poor cartman resorted to ever so
many methods of bringing him to his
feet. Such means as twisting the
tail, thrusting the goad into a nostril
and pulling, many punches in the ribs
and such coaxing expressions as,
"Son, son, get up, my son" and "I'm
hut, I'm hut" (which is not as English
as it sounds) were resorted to, times
without number. At an unguarded
moment the stubborn beast would
spring to its feet. The cartman would
respan him and they would dash off
with but little regard for anything in
the way. A clump of bamboos were
barely escaped at one point while they

made a fanciful circle in the field.
There was nothing to do but sit tight
and hold one's patience. At one point
near the river bank the cart became
fastened upon a stake accidently and
it required some effort to extricate it.
The station was yet a good distance
away when the cartman began asking
of every passer-by as to whether the
train had gone, though the missionary's watch in itself was enough to
tell that fact, and finally the old man
was satisfied that it had actually left
the station and there was no hope of
going home on the noon train. So he
announced that since the train was
gone the cart might as well slacken
its speed and the missionary enjoy
her lunch in the shade of a tree.
An hour after the train had gone
the cart pulled up to the station and
stopped. It would be six hours till
another would be bound for Saharsa.
There was no waiting room at the little station and nothing but a hard
bench on the veranda. However, in
an hour there would be another train
bound for Supaul, so the missionary
chose to spend the hour on the cart in
the shade and then proceed to Supaul.
It was a surprised little group of
missionaries who looked up from the
lunch table, to behold one of their fellow missionaries, sun burned and
travel stained, standing in their
midst. "I've been on the way since
yesterday noon," said she, and disappeared to make herself more presentable to join them.
They were filled with wonder and
began to ask, "Where do you suppose
she has been ? Has she come through
on Evangelistic tour from Saharsa to
Supaul, those eighteen miles, or did
she walk through, what could it be?"
But soon her story was being listened to amid occasional peals of laughter. And it is certain the "toils of
the road did seem little when she got
to the end of the way."
The End.
THE CROSS
But God forbid that I should glory save in
the CROSS of our Lord Jesus Christ,
There was a cross—once long agoThat time could not erase;
It shed its rays from Calvary
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Across the darkest place
Upon that cross, the Christ Divine
Was crucified and slain,
The love-light on His face still glows
And oh, He lives again.
Though other victims have been hung
Upon a cross, to die,
And men have turned their backs on themPorgotten—and passed by;
For more than nineteen hundred years
That one lone cross has stood,
As emblem of a freedom won
Fur human brotherhood.
The Cross itself—regarded as
A sign of sin and shame;
Became the pledge of holy love
Im-mor-tal, through His name.
The Jews have tried to cove it
With insult and disgrace,
And pagans long denounced the One
Who hung there—in their place.
But still its truth and purity,
Its splendor as of old;
Is such that hatred never casts
A shadow dark and cold
Up on that rugged, sacred frame
Throughout the span of years;
Its power is potent, for it melts
The heart to love and tears.
And when Christ came to Bethlehem
It may have been as said;
"The vestibule of Calvary,"
For there His little head
Was nestled somewhere on the cold—
I think I see Him toss;
Ah say, that lowly manger was
The cradle of the Cross.
He grew to manhood, and increased
In wisdom, power, and might,
He ministered to those in need
From early dawn 'till night;
And when His earthly ministry
Was nearly at its close
He told His true disciples of
The Cross, and bitter woes.
That Cross—no hand of man could plant
Until the very hour
When God's appointment had been made
To verify His power;
It was the true expression of
God's sorrow for the lost,
He sought to save and rescue men
At such tremendous cost.
Though Pontius Pilate bowed the knee
To Caeser, and he choose
To have inscribed upon the cross
Jesus, King of the Jew:
The throne of Caesar crumbled down—
The cross became a throne,
Throughout the world men glory in
The Cross of Christ alone.
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The virtue of that Cross consists
In His who died thereon,
The light and life-power center there'—
Redemption sure and strong.
For every clime—and every caste,
For all the human race,
The gospel of the Cross will bring
Redeeming, saving grace.
Oh can you see that lifted Cross—
The Son of God nailed there?
And unbelieving, dying men
Still wrapped in dark despair?
Then gaze once more at His rent side,
And touch the nail-pierced hand;
Perceive the Love of God for maiF—
In Christ, the pure and grand.
That all the lost might soon be found,
The ignorant see the Light;
And the rebellious reconciled—•
The vile made pure and right:
That in the likeness of our God,
Once sinful men may shine:
The plan of God Divine.
—Naomi GA Wolgemuth.
This was the object of the Cross—

Agnosticism is knownothingism.
The agnostic says: "I don't know."
Judge L. Q. C. Lamar of the United
States Supreme Bench was traveling
in Ohio. Just before him was a widely advertised agnostic talking like a
perpetual motion, reeling off the odds
and ends of infidelity written by infidels during the past hundred years.
A group of men stood round listening. Judge Lamar reached over and
touched the talker, introduced himself, and said: "I believe you are an
agnostic?" "Yes," said the talker.
"Well," said the Judge, "You talk a
great deal not to know anything."
The talk ceased.—Selected.
Mountain-climing is a great test of
character. The weak-kneed soon tire
out, but the men who know what the
view from the heights means, climb
on invincible. Some there be who
start on the climb to Heaven with
the greatest zeal, but at the sight of
the first difficulty they slacken and
tire. No great life was ever lived
that did not value the glory of righteousness, and was not willing to pay
the cost to the last farthing. There
is something rather shameful in losing one's nerve in the face of spiritual opposition.—Selected.
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